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The Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust

is a leading acute hospital trust providing services

to around 350,000 people in Exeter, East Devon

and Mid Devon. The RD&E has a track record,

spanning over 250 years, of providing high quality

health services for local people.

The Trust also provides some specialist services to

people from further afield, including the rest of

Devon, Cornwall, the Isles of Scilly, Somerset and

Dorset - increasing the population served to over

500,000. 

The relationship between the RD&E and the public

has significantly changed since it became a

Foundation Trust in April 2004. There is now a much

greater sense of accountability to the community

and a genuine engagement through our 20,000

members and our governors. The RD&E has

embraced the changes made to the way healthcare

is delivered in the UK by focusing on providing high

quality services that meet the needs of the

community in a context in which choice and

competition are key drivers. Through its

involvement with its members, governors and

partners in a way that would have previously been

unimaginable, the RD&E has set out its longer term

strategy based around three core themes:

Respond, Deliver and Enable. 

Most of the RD&E’s services, including specialist

units such as the West of England Eye Unit and the

internationally renowned Princess Elizabeth

Orthopaedic Centre, are based at our main hospital

at Wonford. The purpose built Centre for Women’s

Health, encompassing maternity, neonatology and

gynaecology services, is also based at Wonford.

Heavitree Hospital continues to provide a range of

outpatient services, as well as accommodation for

the Learning and Development team, and the

Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry.

The RD&E also runs the Honeylands Children’s

Centre (for specialist assessment and support for

children with special needs and their families), the

Exeter Mobility Centre (providing orthotics,

prosthetics, wheelchairs and special seating), and

the Mardon neuro-rehabilitation centre. Across

these sites the Trust has more than 30 wards, 20

operating theatres, around 850 inpatient beds and

75 day case beds. During the last year, we spent

around £313m and employed about 6,000 people.

In planning and developing services to meet the

healthcare needs of local people, the RD&E works

closely with the South West Strategic Health

Authority, Devon Primary Care Trust, Devon

Partnership Trust (mental health and learning

disabilities), Northern Devon Healthcare NHS Trust,

South Devon Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust,

Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry, the

South Western Ambulance Service Trust (SWAST)

and Devon County Council social services.
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Five years ago we set out on a journey to use our
new status as a Foundation Trust to develop our
services in a way that better met local needs,
increased our accountability to the communities
we serve, and delivered the best possible
healthcare to our patients. 

Looking back at what we have achieved during
this time, I am convinced that becoming a
Foundation Trust has given us much greater
scope to define our own destiny in close
collaboration with our patients, our staff and the
wider community. 

I am proud of what we have managed to achieve
during this time – only made possible thanks to
the hard work, commitment and excellence of
our staff; the dedication of our volunteers, and
the support of the charities and other partners
working with us. 

Our Annual Report reflects on improvements and
success achieved over the past year. For the first
time we have also brought together an overview
on the quality of the healthcare service we
provide, with patient safety and patient
experience at the heart of what we do. 

Last year we outlined in the Trust’s Strategic
Directions, our key organisational objectives for
2007-2012 and a strategy setting out how we
will meet these around three themes - Respond,
Deliver & Enable. These were developed by the
Board of Directors and Council of Governors, with
close consultation involving the wider public,
stakeholders and our staff.  

A year on, it is clear to me that setting out the
Trust’s strategic directions has paid huge
dividends in terms of helping us define a road
map for the development of our services and also

in setting out our ambitions for the future. As
this report sets out, we have made significant
progress in meeting the priorities we established
in the Trust’s strategic directions.

The coming year will bring fresh challenges. The
Trust Board and Council of Governors believe the
RD&E will not only rise to them but continue to
provide high quality healthcare in a safe
environment and build on its success in specialist
services, research and innovation. 

Angela Ballatti
Chairman

Chairman’s statement

Achievements as an
NHS Foundation Trust 

• The double “excellent” rating from the Healthcare

Commission in 2008 for both the quality of our

services and the way we manage our finances

was an extraordinary achievement and put us in

the top ten per cent of all NHS organisations

assessed over the past three years 

• We have used our greater financial freedom to

invest and improve the services we offer to our

patients. For example, investing in a second

cardiac catheter laboratory, expanding the

intensive care and endoscopy units, building a

new maternity, gynaecological and neonatal

centre, and purchase of over 600 electric

powered beds for our patients 

• We have succeeded in reducing waiting times for

treatment ahead of schedule; continued to

reduce hospital-acquired infections and

responded to record-breaking emergency

attendances    

• We have sustained good financial health with

budget surpluses being re-invested in service

improvements

• We have almost 20,000 members of the Trust

who take a keen interest in what we do and how

we do it. Our active Council of Governors, drawn

from our membership, has helped to ensure that

we better understand the concerns of the local

community we serve.
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Our Annual Report is an opportunity to tell
patients, and our local communities about some
of our achievements during the last year. This is
important, not only because it gives us the
chance to highlight some of the improvements
we have made to our services, but also because
it is vital that we account for how we use
taxpayer’s money.

Through the hard work and dedication of our
staff, our performance as a Foundation Trust has
improved year on year culminating in an
impressive ‘Excellent’ rating for the quality of our
services and our financial management, as
judged by the Healthcare Commission. This
places the RD&E in the top tier of high
performing Trusts. This is good news for the
communities we serve because it provides
reassurance that we are providing truly high
quality care. It is also good news for our staff
because it is recognition of their commitment,
skills and dedication. 

Understanding and meeting the needs of patients
and the wider community is a number one
priority. You have told us that controlling
infections and having a clean and tidy hospital is
a key concern. I am pleased to say that we have
made significant progress in reducing the
number of healthcare-acquired infections during
the last year. Through specialist deep cleaning
and a Trust-wide focus on infection control, we

reduced the number of MRSA cases by 65%
between 2004/05 and 2007/08, and a further
17% reduction has been achieved in 2008/09.
We have also cut the number of patients with
Clostridium difficile by 31.9%. This progress puts
us well on track to meeting our aim of
eliminating avoidable hospital infections by next
March.

We know that waiting times remains an issue for
patients. We have met or exceeded all the
waiting time targets this year with significant
progress on reducing waiting times from referral
for treatment in our hospital, the vast majority of
patients being seen before 15 weeks. We remain
on course to reduce this further to eight weeks
by 2012 – one of the Trust’s strategic objectives. 

We are constantly striving for ways of improving
the quality of the services we offer to patients.
We have scrutinised our work in theatres and on
wards; and pinpointed what could be done
differently to improve our services. This work is
already paying dividends both in the time that
nurses spend with patients but also in making
sure we have the right patient, in the right place
at the right time. Key to improving efficiency and
patient experience is listening to and drawing on
the expertise, and experience of those on the
front line who often have the best ideas on how
small changes can have a positive impact for
patients.

Providing care closer to home is a key concern.
We have been working closely with Devon
Primary Care Trust on taking on the
management of community theatres and
midwifery care in East and Mid Devon so that
patients can be treated more locally. These new
responsibilities will have real benefits for patients
who will receive the same high standard of care
they would expect, at the RD&E in local settings.
This puts us on track to achieving another of our
strategic objectives of delivering day cases and
outpatient care in the community. 

We have achieved our best year since becoming
a Foundation Trust, generating a surplus of
£7.7m in the last financial year which we are
using to invest in improving the quality of
services to patients. This included investment to
refurbish and improve patient and public support
services in the main hospital entrance reception
area; equipping a dedicated minimally invasive
theatre suite, refurbishment of Mardon neuro-
rehabilitation centre and purchase of a vehicle to
provide a mobile glaucoma outpatient clinic.

Like many organisations we will face a wide
range of challenges in the future. Chief among
them is the need to maintain and improve on the
outstanding rating achieved last year. But there
are others: the economic climate could have an
impact on the investments made in the NHS;
demands for our services will continue to rise;
and there will be an increasing emphasis on
ensuring that the quality of services is a top
priority. 

I believe the RD&E is exceptionally well placed to
meet these challenges. We have committed and
talented staff, strong engagement from our
Governors, the leadership provided by the Board
and the Executive team, support from volunteers
and charities, as well as a clear strategy for the
future. These are the core strengths that will
enable us to continue to transform our services,
identify innovative solutions and new ways of
working, and to continue to enhance and build
the quality of care we provide into the future.

Angela Pedder OBE
Chief Executive

Chief Executive’s statement 
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The Royal Devon & Exeter NHS Foundation Trust was given a clean
bill of health with no breaches of the hygiene code found during an
unannounced inspection.

The Healthcare Commission (now known as the Care Quality
Commission) carried out its inspection visit on 25 and 26 February
2009 as part of an annual programme of assessments of all NHS
acute trusts’ arrangements for the control and prevention of
healthcare associated infections against the hygiene code.

The Healthcare Commission inspection report also highlighted an
example of good practice at the Royal Devon & Exeter hospital with
the launch of an assessment tool (NQAT) to measure core
standards for the quality of nursing. The success of NQAT is
featured on page 31. 

Joint Director of Infection Prevention and Control Judy Potter said: 

Staff have worked very hard over a long time to reach
these standards and it is rewarding for our patients
and our efforts to have this recognised by a robust and
thorough inspection. We are proud of this achievement
and the challenge now is to maintain our high
standards.

Infection control

“

“

ABOVE: Renal Access Clinical Nurse Specialist Louise Oakaby at work; Infection Control Nurse Carlton
Kneil on duty.

The hygiene code lists the actions that NHS
trusts in England must take to ensure a clean
environment for the care of patients, in which
the risk of infection is kept as low as possible.
These actions are contained in 11 duties of the
code and cover all aspects of infection control,
not only cleanliness. 

The visit to the Royal Devon & Exeter (Wonford)
hospital checked the Trust was following four
duties from this code:

• To have in place appropriate management
systems for infection prevention and control 

• To provide and maintain a clean and
appropriate environment for healthcare

• To provide adequate isolation facilities

• To have in place an appropriate policy in
relation to antimicrobial prescribing

Deep cleaning
The RD&E has reaped the benefits of its
investment in specialist deep cleaning technology
as an infection control measure in addition to the
round-the-clock cleaning activity of the 300-
strong housekeeping service. 

Hydrogen peroxide vapouriser machines
decontaminate infected areas with dry mist,
particularly where Clostridium difficile cases are
reported. 

During the year 34 wards and departments have
been deep cleaned and the Trust has an ongoing
programme.

Annual Health Check
The Trust was given full marks – a 13 out of 13
score - for safety and cleanliness by Healthcare
Commission inspectors as part of the annual
Health Check published in October 2008.

Sharing best practice 
An international audience heard how staff at the
RD&E Kidney Unit reduced healthcare-related
infections among patients on dialysis.

In a talk to 250 delegates at the European Renal
Care Association International Conference, RD&E
Renal Access Clinical Nurse Specialist Louise
Oakaby explained how her colleagues reduced
infections specifically linked to the use of
catheters (fine tubes) for dialysis treatment.

This was achieved by reducing the number of
patients being dialysed via Central Venous
Catheter (CVC), which by its nature is a high risk
procedure for infection. Another factor was
ensuring appropriate use and good practice by
nursing staff and doctors when inserting and
removing this device. 

ABOVE: Deep clean team on Otter ward.

• Following the success of

achieving a 65% reduction in

MRSA bacteraemias between

2004/05 and 2007/08, a

further 17% reduction has

been achieved in 2008/09 with

only 15 cases identified. Seven

of these bacteraemias were

community acquired. 

• There has been a 31.9%

reduction in Clostridium difficile

infection.  The deep cleaning

programme, incorporating

hydrogen peroxide vapour

decontamination, is believed to

be the most significant

strategy in achieving this

reduction.
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With the introduction of MRSA screening for all
RD&E elective (planned) surgery patients in
February, our laboratory staff will test at least
100,000 additional samples each year. 

A new expanded laboratory service within the
microbiology department was set up to carry out
all the extra MRSA screening. The Trust invested
£200,000 in new equipment, accommodation
and recruited seven staff for this service. About
50,000 patients each year will need to be
screened for MRSA.

Joint Director of Infection Prevention and Control
Alaric Colville said: “Until now we screened
patients with risk factors as MRSA carriers,
including patients with a history of carriage or
infection and patients having surgery where
infection could compromise their safety, like knee
and hip replacement operations.

“This more extensive screening strategy was in
response to the Darzi report and the Department
of Health requiring acute trusts to carry out
MRSA screening for all elective (planned)
admissions by 21 March 2009. 

“The aim of this wider screening activity
is firstly to reduce the risk of infection
developing during invasive procedures
for those patients unaware they are
carrying MRSA and to minimize the risk
of these carriers spreading MRSA to
other vulnerable patients whilst they are
in hospital.”

The extended MRSA screening service tests
patients prior to admission in outpatients when
the decision is made to admit the patient.  Swabs
are taken from the nostrils and throat - common
carriage sites, and any wounds.  

Patients found to be MRSA carriers are
prescribed an ointment to put into their nostrils,
and antiseptic soap.  These are used for five
days, starting two days before admission to
hospital. In addition certain patients undergoing
surgical procedures require different antibiotics
to the standard ones usually used.

The RD&E has been screening high risk
orthopaedic surgery for about three years and
less than one per cent of patients tested carry
MRSA. 

By the end of 2010/11 the RD&E will extend this
MRSA screening to all emergency admissions.

More patients screened for MRSA
MRSA stands for methicillin resistant

Staphylococcus aureus.

Staph.aureus is a common bacterium

(germ) that can live quite harmlessly in

the nose, throat and sometimes on the

skin of healthy people. This is referred

to as ‘colonisation’ or carriage. Some

people will remain ‘colonised’ with

MRSA but live completely normal lives.

Staph.aureus may cause harm

(infection) when it has the opportunity

to enter the body. This is more likely to

happen in people who are already

unwell.
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ABOVE: Layne Brown carrying a tray of MRSA samples

ABOVE: Rex Pamatmat, Moya Lerigo-Jones & Joanna Osiecka at work

• Gloves are not required for the screening activity pictured above.
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The RD&E has signed up to the national Patient
Safety First campaign with the aim of having no
avoidable death and no avoidable harm to
patients during their hospital stay. 

International evidence suggests that one in 10
patients in hospital experience an incident which
puts their safety at risk and about half of these
could have been prevented.

An example of practical improvement in patient
care and safety at the RD&E during the Patient
Safety First campaign is The Early Warning
Scoring (EWS) system. EWS records
physiological observations of the condition of all
adult patients.

Consultant Nurse Critical Care and EWS lead
Carole Boulanger said: “When patients come in
to our hospital they put their trust in us to look
after them safely. EWS is one of the ways we can
ensure that when their condition changes or

deteriorates, we notice this and take the
appropriate steps to address it.

EWS supports nurses in terms of
clarity when informing and involving a
medical colleague if a patient’s
condition changes and it helps medical
staff prioritise care. The EWS data
gives the Trust a clearer picture of how
many of our patients are acutely ill
across the whole hospital so that we
can direct the appropriate skills and
staff cover to those patients.

All RD&E wards use the EWS clock icon magnet
on the ward whiteboards next to the names of
those patients who need more nursing care. 

Exe ward matron Paul Thomas said: “The EWS
magnets are an excellent device and it’s really
helpful to be able to walk on to a ward and at a
glance immediately see where our more poorly
patients are.”

The Trust is grateful to the League of Friends for
funding new aide memoire cards with the Early
Warning Scoring parameters on them to help
staff carry out patient observations.

A new initiative has been developed at the
RD&E with the aim of reducing the number
of falls in hospital on elderly care wards.

‘Intentional Rounding’ is a check list of questions
asked of a patient by a nurse to pro-actively give
assistance and reduce the likelihood of a patient
trying to do something themselves and falling.
Patients are asked, for example, whether they
are comfortable, is their call bell within easy
reach and do they need to use the bathroom? 

Lead Nurse for Medicine Bernadette George said:
“The most important question asked hourly by
our nurses is ‘is there anything else I can do
because I have the time?’ This is deliberately
worded in this way to cover any other reason
why a patient may need assistance.”

There has been a drop in patient falls since this
approach was introduced on Kenn, Bovey, Clyst,
Avon, Taw, Okement, Harbourne and Bolham
wards and the Coronary Care Unit. Relatives
have also said they feel more reassured and
confident about the care their loved ones are
receiving.

The RD&E was shortlisted in the South West
Health & Social Care Awards for ‘Intentional
Rounding’ and this initiative has generated
national interest from other healthcare
providers.

Patient safety 
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“

ABOVE: Matron Paul Thomas with the Early Warning Scoring magnet;
Nursing Auxiliary Helen Moran ‘Intentional Rounding’. ABOVE: Trust Chairman Angela Ballatti at campaign launch.
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We have a track record for listening to what our patients say would
improve their hospital experience and acting on it.

An example of a simple change which made a big difference for
patients was the introduction of a snack trolley on oncology wards.

Yeo Ward Sister Clare Rowley said: “Our patients were sometimes
disheartened when they were faced with a lunch or dinner plate
because their appetites and sense of taste were not the same.
Patients were saying how much they fancied fresh fruit, a packet
of crisps or chocolate but these goodies were not available on the
ward.

For oncology patients, it is important they can eat what they like, when they like, and

calories don’t matter. We now have a snack trolley with a range of food and drinks

patients have said they would enjoy. It’s proven to be very popular and appreciated.

Staff also get ideas for improving our care from professional peers elsewhere. 

Physiotherapist Louise Ballagher read about the positive benefits in a Scottish hospital of providing Wii
interactive games for patients. Since Christmas 2008, RD&E patients with leukaemia, lymphoma and
other blood disorders have been able to play Wii during their stay in the Haematology Centre. 

Patients shaping care
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“ “

This was made possible with funding by our
valued charity partner Exeter Leukaemia Fund. 

Louise explains: “There is strong evidence of the
benefits of exercise for patients in cancer
recovery. 

The challenges our haematology patients face is
that exercise can be difficult, particularly when
having intensive, lengthy chemotherapy, fatigue,
low morale and frequent hospital admissions
which often involve spending times in protective
isolation. 

“Physiotherapy has been in the form of
prescribed exercise programmes including bed
and seated exercises, free weights and a static
bike. 

What we are finding is that Wii is a great way of
motivating patients to exercise – the virtual

exercise can be fun but also is a welcome
distraction for our patients spending weeks in
isolation.”

Patients using the Wii are sharing their
experience and feedback including exercise
diaries and completing questionnaires.

Patient Mrs Pat Howell, who was diagnosed with
Acute Myeloid Leukaemia, said:

I’ve always been an active
person but hadn’t used Wii
before I came into the RD&E.
It’s a bonus when you have to
spend weeks in isolation to be
able to use the Wii because it
really helps with the boredom
and time flies.

“

“

ABOVE: Physiotherapist Louise Ballagher and patient Mrs Pat Howell using Wii therapy



A patient satisfaction survey about their Emergency Department
experience placed the Royal Devon & Exeter hospital in the top 10
nationally.

Areas where the RD&E excelled in the Healthcare
Commission survey included patients saying our
staff listened to what they said, had the
opportunity to discuss fears and anxieties,
received clear advice on their medical condition
and treatment and had confidence in the staff
looking after them. 

The Emergency Department also scored highly on
cleanliness, pain control and patients being informed

and understanding side effects of treatment or medication to look out
for when home.  

ED Consultant Adrian Harris said: “We have a strong committed
team and patient-centred care. We have particularly focused on
communication and the importance of listening to patients, finding
out what their concerns are and what they want from each
individual episode of care. The patient survey results are a credit
to the whole team about the way they interact with our patients. 

We never stand still when it comes to improving what we do and how we do it. It was
helpful to see from the patient feedback that we are focusing our efforts on the right
areas for further improvements.

The Trust is looking at ways of improving privacy for patients at the reception and informing patients
about waiting times and giving reasons for any delays, for example in the event of several casualties
from a road accident.

The survey by the Healthcare Commission involved 151 acute NHS trusts. Patients who took part had
attended Emergency Departments between January and March 2008 and were aged over 16 years old. 
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Patient experience 

Matron Jo Churchill was convinced that removing the nurses’ station would not only
transform the actual ward environment but also
achieve more nursing time at the patient
bedside.

Jo said: “I wanted to get nurses spending more time in
the bays with their patients, rather than on the nurses’
station. This has been achieved, and when you arrive
on Okement ward there is a professional and
uncluttered reception area.”

The financial freedoms which come with Foundation
Trust status enabled this project to be funded and
completed within six months of Jo proposing her idea.

• Specialist endocrine nurse Lynne Goss had her work to improve the care of patients with thyroid
disorders applauded nationally with The Evelyn Ashley Smith Award.

This was the second time an RD&E nurse won this recognition from The British Thyroid Foundation.

Consistent advice and nurse-led clinics for patients having radioiodine treatment for thyroid disorders
impressed the award judges.

Matron magic 
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ABOVE: The new look ward; award-winning specialist nurse Lynne Goss
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Six servicemen from Royal Naval Air Station
Yeovilton provided a fresh set of eyes to assess
the efficiency of RD&E wards.

The visit was organised as part of the Productive
Ward initiative, launched at the RD&E in summer
2008. Releasing more nursing time for direct
patient care is the main aim of Productive Ward.

Staff on 24 RD&E wards have been taking a step
back and looking at how they work and how they
could work better to free up more time to patient
care, improve safety and staff morale and create
a calmer environment. Improved ways of
working include shift handovers, saving time
looking for or moving equipment, decluttering
the ward and more efficient use of information
boards with up to date, clear consistent content.

The Continuous Improvement Team from RNAS
Yeovilton has visited several hospitals to cast an
independent, trained eye, over clinical areas
where Productive Ward has been applied. At the
RD&E they visited Abbey, Avon, Tavy and Dyball
wards. 

Team Leader Lieutenant Commander Kevin Bugg
said: “It’s been a really great opportunity to
exchange learning and good practice between
both organisations. 

“With these projects it’s not just about

the physical changes like the way things

are stored or the ordering of stock. It’s

about changing people’s attitudes and

behaviour at work. Making people realise

that everyone is part of a big team.” 

RD&E Deputy Director of Nursing Jane Viner
said: “Our staff found it really useful having the
perspective and ideas from a team from outside
the NHS and hospital life. Sometimes we can be
too close to the subject – it was great that our
naval visitors have applied similar principles of
Productive Ward to their own work place and
could share their experience.”

The RD&E has worked in partnership with the
NHS Institute for Innovation on the Productive
Ward programme.

Hospital wards do not work in isolation and
efficiency is linked with how other departments
and services work. Similar principles have also
been used this year for our theatres and will be
applied wider across the Trust so that the RD&E
is a Productive Hospital.

Productive Ward
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LEFT: Chief Executive Angela Pedder taking part in a
Productive Ward exercise; (above) staff in the Centre
for Women’s Health carrying out a stock check.

ABOVE: The RNAS Yeovilton team with Productive Ward facilitator
Lucy Hill and Matron of Tavy and Dyball wards, Julia Smith.



Illness in the family was a life changing
experience for Zanny Yonge. Having spent time
caring for her mum, Zanny decided to change
her career direction. It was a course at the
University of Plymouth to qualify as an Operating
Department Practitioner which caught her eye.

As a mature student, she started the Higher
National Diploma course in 2006 and after two
years in the classroom and RD&E theatres, Zanny
passed with distinction in the autumn of 2008.

Operating Department Practitioners (ODPs) work as
part of the multi-professional team caring for
patients undergoing and recovering from
anaesthesia and surgery. To ensure the safety,
comfort and well-being of the patient, ODPs assess,
plan, implement and evaluate the care provision

before, during and after surgical procedures.

Over the past five years, the RD&E has employed
all 27 students who trained and qualified with
this hospital.

Zanny said: “I’ve always been inquisitive and not
at all squeamish. The training prepares you
brilliantly for working life in theatres and the
team is extremely supportive and generous with
knowledge and advice. 

We are very busy but each patient is
respected and treated as an individual
by everyone in theatres.

The learning curve continues and there is no limit
on the training opportunities you can take up. I
wouldn’t change my job for the world.”

Bringing new blood into theatres

Dr Ann Humphreys,
Head of School of Nursing and
Community Studies said:

The University of Plymouth’s Faculty

of Health and Social Work has a strong

emphasis on clinical placements and is

committed to working in partnership

with the RD&E. This mutually

beneficial relationship enables us to

produce highly skilled graduates and

gives the RD&E access to locally

trained, high calibre employees.

“

“

ABOVE: Zanny Yonge happy in her new working life.
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Technological advances have enabled our Intensive

Therapy Unit to go paper-light – with benefits for

our patients, research and the environment.

A £1.3 million expansion of the specialist ITU in

2007/08 involved installation of patient monitors

for each new bed. The supplier suggested the Trust

considered using the latest technology to remove

all paper charts.

Paper records were stored and updated on

computer and then linked to other monitors and

departments. Most Intensive Care Units are linked

to the ICNARC (Intensive Care National Audit &

Research Centre) to share data nationally. Using

electronic charts allows easier access to this data

for research purposes. 

After an intensive training programme for staff, the

computerised chart was introduced on the ITU for

all patient observations including temperature,

blood pressure, patient details, nursing care

received, medication, equipment use,

physiotherapy care, blood tests and medical and

nursing notes.  

Each bedside monitor is linked to a main computer

in each bay which allows for easy and quick access

for all the staff caring for patients, as well as being

linked for example to the physiotherapy

department, biochemistry and haematology centre

at the RD&E Wonford hospital. 

The only activity recorded on paper now is

prescribed medicines and fluids. 

ITU Matron Sue Hudson said: “It has been a huge

learning curve, particularly for the nursing staff, but

this is definitely the way to go. 

It is very different at first and changing from writing

on paper to using the computer did take getting

used to. 

“Having settled into using the new system we just

couldn’t go back to the paper method. We hope to

explore how we can use the system for other

activities on the unit. 

“Aside from the environmental benefit of using less

paper, the task itself is quicker, consistent and

clearer because it doesn’t involve reading individual

writing styles. 

“And it is easier to track progress on what is being

done for a patient. Less paper has also freed up

storage space on the unit”.

Paper-light

The Royal Devon & Exeter was the top
hospital in the South West Peninsula for
patient participation in the National Institute
of Health Research trials.

The RD&E has recruited 1,900 patients for a
wide range of trials including stroke,
diabetes, oncology and haematology. 

Our Research and Development directorate
makes a major contribution towards the
South West region’s research agenda. The
RD&E made successful bids to host three of
the Local Research Networks for the South
West Peninsula region - the Diabetes
Research Network, the Stroke Research
Network and the Comprehensive Local
Research Network.

In addition, the Trust continues to be the top
recruiting site for the Peninsula Cancer
Research Network and cancer trials continue
to be a high priority for the RD&E.  The Trust

also employs the Deputy Director of Medicines for Children Local Research Network which is hosted
by Bristol.  We also host the Peninsula Clinical Research Facility for Experimental Medicine and the
South West Research Design Service.

It is the role of the research nurse, working closely with the consultant and multi-disciplinary
hospital team treating a patient, to ensure patients who meet the eligibility criteria for a
research trial can make an informed decision as to whether they would like to take part or not.

The research nurse, supported by the Research and Development service, obtains the ethical
and Trust approval to conduct a trial before patients can be approached. Over the past year 58
haematology and 283 oncology patients agreed to take part in research trials at the RD&E.

Haematology Research Nurse Jill Melhuish said: “We are there for the patient throughout their
treatment – this may be for weeks or involve follow up years later. A key part of our role is to
give patients time and opportunities to share their experience or ask questions. A trial may
range from a completely new drug treatment to a slightly different approach or regime, such
as the frequency of treatment.

“Some patients may be required to keep diaries and others may complete a quality of life
questionnaire. We have committed consultants at the RD&E who recognise the contribution
research plays in improving patient care.” 

Research



Every day of the week our 24-strong transport
team is out and about delivering and co-
ordinating hot meals, laundry, surgical
equipment, GP stationery and stores, blood
samples and documents to the healthcare
community.

They do about 350 different deliveries daily, of
which 120 are GP surgeries to get patient
specimens to the RD&E laboratories for testing
and same-day processing and results. 

Laundry trucks travel about 18,000 miles each
month – the rest of the fleet taking meals,
surgical instruments, couriers and specimens,
clock up about 52,000 miles a year. Hot meals
are transported from Wonford hospital to  the
RD&E Honeylands Specialist Children’s Centre,
Heavitree hospital and Mardon neuro-
rehabilitation centre. 

Not even the blizzard conditions which hit the
South West last February deterred the team
from keeping on the move -  all but three of the
scheduled 300 deliveries were made safely
despite the atrocious conditions.  One driver
improvised and made a sledge to get supplies to
the Okehampton destination because his route
was blocked by vehicles abandoned in the snow.

This busy dedicated team clock up thousands of
miles serving hospitals and surgeries as far afield
as Bristol, Bath, Plymouth and Torbay. 

Driver Christopher Huxtable, who has served
the NHS for 36 years, said:

We are proud of the contribution we

make to patient care by making sure we

get the right supplies to the right place.

Our clients can count on us to not let

them down.
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ABOVE: Christopher Huxtable on his delivery rounds

DELIVER: vital supplies
Over 220 orders for new bikes have been placed
by hospital staff since the RD&E launched its
Cyclescheme in June 2008.

Scores of staff have purchased tax-free bicycles,
from local suppliers, through the Royal Devon &
Exeter NHS Foundation Trust salary exchange
scheme. Benefits for the individual include saving tax, national insurance
and pension contributions on the cost of the bicycle. 

In October, we celebrated the opening of two new secure parking
shelters for 60 cycles on the RD&E Wonford hospital site. 

This was achieved in partnership with Devon County Council Cycle
Exeter project and Optimum 2, a European initiative to improve
accessibility of busy locations in urban areas. 

Councillor Margaret Rogers, Devon County Council Executive Member
for Environment, said:

We are particularly pleased to be able to help such a key

employer as the hospital, which has demonstrated a strong

commitment to cycling and other modes of green

travel.

Throughout the year the RD&E has hosted road shows and
promotions for staff and visitors on road safety and cycle
routes, activities and security. 

The RD&E Bicycle Users Group (BUG), which has about 70
hospital staff members, aims to promote cycling as an
alternative choice of transport and is represented in the
Exeter Cycle Forum. 

The Trust also contributes income from on site
parking charges into the dedicated hospital park
and ride bus service used by 450 employees,
patients and visitors daily.

ABOVE: RD&E and Devon County Council
celebration of new secure cycle shelters; a hospital
roadshow promoting pedal power to staff and
visitors.

Green travel 

“
“
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At the RD&E we work hard to ensure that our

services meet the needs of each and every person.

We welcome all types of feedback from our patients

and visitors and would like to know when we are

getting it right, or if we need to improve the care

that we provide.

In the past year we have worked with patients,

relatives, carers. Trust members and visitors to

gather valuable feedback to inform our service

development.

Our Involving People Steering Group and the

Disability Equality Action Group (DEAG) have

continued to contribute to the implementation of

our involvement strategy. Trust members have also

worked on specific issues, such as communication

support, gathering user views, responding to

consultations on policies and linking PPI to Trust

activity by contributing to our Patient and Public

Involvement Champions training programme. 

We have begun to work with the new Local

Involvement Networks (LINks), which replaced the

former PPI Forums. LINks compromise of

individuals and community groups working

together to improve local services. Unlike the

former PPI Forums, which worked with individual

trusts, LINks have been set up around local

authority areas in order to serve its local

population.

Compliments & complaints
Last year the Trust treated over half a million

people (506,558) either as inpatients, day case

patients, in the Emergency Department or as

outpatients. During this period we received 6,800

letters of commendation from patients, carers and

relatives. However, we also received 351 letters

identifying concerns with aspects of care.

Reassuringly this number has reduced from the

previous year (390) and the number of complaints

represents less than 0.06% of our total workload.

Despite this, we are committed to learning and

where necessary, changing our service to ensure

that all patients have a positive experience.

We endeavour to address individual concerns in a

timely and effective manner. Last year we were able

to acknowledge 75% of letters received within two

working days. We were able to fully investigate the

concerns identified and respond to 38% of the

complainants within 25 working days. For a further

66% of people we felt it was important to agree a

longer timescale to enable a more thorough

investigation, as permitted under NHS complaints

regulations. Whilst this is an increase on the

previous year, it can be partly attributed to

complaints becoming more complex and involving

more than one Trust or organisation. All complaints

are reviewed by the appropriate staff to ensure that

any changes that need to be made to practice are

done so in a timely manner.

In line with changes to the NHS complaints

regulations that have come into force on 1 April

2009, the Trust is reviewing the way we address

concerns. This will include agreeing with

complainants how they wish their complaint to be

investigated and agreeing timescales that are

proportionate to the seriousness or complexity of

the concerns raised. 

For more information about how we respond to

concerns call 01392 403915 or email:

Complaints.Department@rdeft.nhs.uk

Patient Advice and Liaison
Service (PALS)
The PALS team received 1,334 enquiries over

2008/09, slightly less than the 1,567 contacts the

previous year. 

In preparation for the changes to the NHS

complaints regulations that came into place in April

2009, the PALS team merged with the Complaints

department and was relocated away from the main

entrance area of the RD&E Wonford hospital. The

joint PALS and Complaints team will move into a

new refurbished area within the main hospital

concourse in autumn 2009. This will enable the

teams to continue to work jointly as required by the

new regulations.

Most of the issues raised with the PALS team were

resolved with no further action required. The

number of PALS issues that escalate to a formal

complaint remain very low and feedback provided,

whilst issues are being resolved, continues to show

that people are satisfied with the outcome.

For more information about PALS call 01392

402093 or email: PALS@rdeft.nhs.uk

Annual Report 2007/08
Members survey findings
We were delighted with the 2,834 completed and
returned responses to the survey questions in our
Annual Report last year.  

The questions ‘Would you like the choice of a single
room?’ and ‘If you had a single room how would
you feel about each of the following options: single
rooms with own facilities, single room sharing
shower facilities and single room with shared
toilets?’ generated a mixed response. 

Views in support of single rooms for patients
included: privacy, infection control, managing
patients who can disturb others on
an open ward; it being better for
dignity if patients very ill or in pain
and raising public perception of
the NHS service.

Views against single rooms
included: the money being best
spent on staffing, patients may
feel lonely or depressed,
reassurance on open ward having
staff nearby at night, denying
social enjoyment of company of
others on ward and better for
recovery from minor procedures.

Following this survey, a steering group was set up
to progress the RD&E commitment towards
eliminating mixed sex accommodation. The survey
feedback will be considered by this group.

The main RD&E Wonford hospital reception
and concourse is to be made brighter, more
welcoming and make better use of the space
for patient and public support services.

Improvements will include:

• The main reception desk as a focal point on
arrival without the current window which can be
seen as unwelcoming and a barrier

• A more user-friendly environment for everyone

• Upgraded public toilets and baby feeding and
changing facilities

• Improved patient support services and more
efficient use of the floor space for bereavement
counselling, the Patient Advice Liaison Service
(PALS) and the Health Information Centre.

This project is being funded from the Trust’s
Strategic Investment Fund. It is scheduled for
completion in October 2009. 

Listening to you Listening to you
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ABOVE: An artist’s impression of the new look reception desk
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Over the past year, we have strengthened our Human Resource team
to help deliver the Trust aim to become the employer of choice; to
support staff so they can provide high quality healthcare and to
prepare the Trust for the external challenges ahead.

Workforce Strategy & Development

We know that our staff work best with skilled supportive managers
so we have developed a new strategy to promote leadership and
talent management. We have also introduced a new ‘Patients First’
programme to develop team leaders and nursing staff with an
emphasis on improving patient satisfaction.

As well as meeting current skills needs, we are also planning ahead. 

For example, innovations in patient care with new ways of working
and skill sets will create new and different career structures and
opportunities for our staff. 

Listening and responding to what our staff think about their working
lives is critical. Staff feedback in the last annual survey placed the
RD&E in the top 20 per cent nationally of acute trusts in several
categories including confidence in the Trust effectively dealing with
violence and harassment.

Areas we improved on over the last year include fewer staff
intending to leave the Trust and reducing work-related stress. We
are pleased that RD&E staff say they feel motivated and respected

and that they are making a real difference to patients. Where staff feel we could do better, for example
more robust appraisals, we intend to use the survey results to inform plans for action and improvement.  

The Trust successfully completed a major review of nursing and midwifery shift lengths. Almost 100
different shift patterns were replaced with a fair and equitable system. The new shifts system ensures staff
have their rests and breaks specified under the European Working Time Directive and it improves patient
safety with handover briefs. 

Our best asset – our staff 
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Staff health & wellbeing
A recent Government review highlighted how
early employer intervention can succeed in staff
returning to work from sickness. Prompt access
to support and treatment is valued by staff and
can reduce the impact on their health.  

A six month pilot physiotherapy service to
manage musculoskeletal referrals for staff,
started in January. 

We encourage our staff to lead healthy lifestyles by
promoting a range of health initiatives throughout
the year. Smoking on all hospital sites is prohibited.
During the last year our sickness absence rate for
the RD&E was 4.52%. 

We will be exploring new ways to support and
inform colleagues on health prevention and
protection, and to help staff, with long term
health issues, resume their working life. 

The Trust Health and Safety Action Plan includes
relevant legislation, the new Health & Safety
Executive targets and best practice, as well as
specific issues highlighted through incident
reporting and risk assessments in areas such as
slips, trips and falls, manual handling, conflict
resolution and security.

Knowing your child is safe and happy when you are
at work, means you can focus and enjoy your job. 

Building upon the ‘outstanding’ Ofsted report for
our Fledglings Day Nursery in January 2008, the

hospital Busy Bears Day Nursery this year
achieved an ‘outstanding’ rating from Ofsted
inspectors for its childcare services.  The report
commended:

The staff at Busy Bears Nursery are a
cohesive team, who work seamlessly
together to ensure that the uniqueness
of each child is valued and celebrated.
Each child has their individual needs
met and are enabled to make excellent
progress in all areas of development
and learning. They receive excellent
support and care from the dedicated
staff and as a result are confident,
enthusiastic learners.

Equal Opportunities
Ninety four per cent of staff who took part in
the NHS staff survey felt the Trust provided
equality of opportunity for career progression
or promotion.

The RD&E has a dedicated Equality and
Diversity staff member who is driving forward
our Single Equality Scheme - setting out how
we will ensure equality for staff and patients. 

As a major local employer, we have also
reassessed our approach to the ‘Positive
about Disability’ award and will continue to
meet these standards. 

“
“



Our staff scooped an award for a new electronic

way of using patient feedback on hospital wards to

measure the quality of care received. 

The RD&E won the Adapt, Adopt, Improve category

of the 2009 South West Health and Social Care

awards for its Nursing Quality Assessment Tool

(NQAT). 

The awards, hosted by NHS South West, honour

staff for going that extra mile to provide the best

possible care for patients and service users. 

NQAT allows us to gather feedback anonymously

from patients and give it to the matron within 48

hours. This means we can capture patient

experience and share that with the matron very

quickly so that any shortcomings can be addressed.

Patients are asked questions covering 11 core

standards of care, including infection control,

communication, food and nutrition, respect and

dignity, and safety. NQAT was introduced at the

RD&E in December 2008.

The survey is repeated again – three, four or six

months later – depending on whether the care is

assessed to be a Trust gold, silver or bronze

standard. Twenty two wards have been assessed in

this way so far. There are annual assessments of

our patient care by external organisations but our

tool provides real time results which can inform

prompt action at ward level. 

• Another RD&E team was shortlisted but did not

win an award for an initiative called Intentional

Rounding (see page 14 of this annual report for

details). 

Communication 
This year we have started development of a new intranet for our staff. Staff suggested a new name

for the site – which is a valuable source of information for RD&E working life. 

The upgraded intranet will have improved functions, like online polls for staff consultation, and better

content management systems. The new look and name will be revealed in autumn 2009. 

The monthly staff newsletter is available on the staff website but a modest number of copies are

printed off and distributed for colleagues who do not have access to a computer when on duty.

The Trust intends to carry out a survey of staff in 2009 to review internal corporate communications.

Electronic hand held toolkits purchased by the Trust have been useful to capture staff views, for

example what features or services would be important to them if the main hospital restaurant was

refurbished.

Our relationships with trades unions are also vital and we have continued working together through

forums, policy work and the system for evaluating jobs. 

The Trust is very proud of the calibre of our staff and their achievements are widely publicised and

celebrated. 

We have actively involved colleagues in public (constituency) meetings and our Annual Members’

Meeting to talk about their specialist skills and services. 

Staff achievement
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Ten individuals and one team had

their ‘above and beyond the call of

duty’ work and dedication applauded

at the annual RD&E Chairman’s

Awards. 

Winners were nominated by their

colleagues and patients in a wide

range of clinical, professional,

administrative and voluntary roles. 

They each received a glass bowl or

vouchers with their certificate award. 

ABOVE: Matron Alison Wootton viewing survey feedback with Patient & Public Involvement
Facilitator Natalie Stone.
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The RD&E values its relationship with the local community, the
wider healthcare community and key partners.

The Board of Directors and the Council of Governors take
steps to ensure effective dialogue with stakeholders. 

This takes place through RD&E Staff Consultative Forum, the
Devon Local Involvement Network, Devon County Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee, quarterly meetings of the
Council of Governors and member constituency meetings, the
Annual Members’ Meeting, and the Disability Equality Action
Group (sub-group). We also work collaboratively with partners
in the charitable sector including the League of Friends, ELF,
FORCE and DIRECT.

Collaboration with partners in health and social care is a
statutory duty, and good working relationships exist with
Devon Primary Care Trust, Devon Partnership Trust and other
NHS trusts; Devon County Council and the local city and
district councils. 

Partnership

ABOVE: East Devon kidney unit opening; award of hospital
entrance refurbishment contract; and RD&E open day.

• An example of local partnership was the
creation of the East Devon Satellite Kidney
Unit in July 2008. The purpose-built kidney
dialysis unit at Honiton community hospital
was achieved by Devon Primary Care Trust
and the RD&E with patient involvement in the
design and planning process. Up to 48 East
Devon renal patients can now receive their
haemodialysis treatment closer to home at the
eight-station unit. It was officially opened by
Mayoress of Honiton Mrs Jean Tratt in March. 

• Sharing good practice develops partnerships
which extend beyond the UK. The RD&E has
hosted several teams from overseas
interested in a wide range of our services from
surgical techniques to our patient meals
service and nutritional welfare of patients. 

• Work is well underway for the refurbishment
and improvement of public facilities in the
main reception and concourse of the RD&E
Wonford hospital. A working group for this
project includes a Trust Governor and
representatives with interest in disability
access.

• The RD&E annual open day in 2008 was also
an opportunity to join celebrations of the 60th
anniversary of the National Health Service, as
well as the bicentenary of the West of England
Eye Unit.  About 300 members of the public
took up the opportunity to meet frontline
hospital staff, seek careers advice and enjoy
behind the scenes tours. The focus of the
2009 open day is ‘The Community and Us’
with a recruitment drive for more hospital
volunteers.

ABOVE: Health Minister Ben Bradshaw MP at the 2008 open day.
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In the past five years our Council of Governors has

provided a vital link between members of the Trust

and the Board of Directors, thus helping to shape

our future development with the needs of local

people.  

The role and relationship continues to develop and

strengthen and the Council of Governors have

continued to work effectively over the year.  

Governors are elected by the members to represent

a public constituency, elected by the staff to

represent a particular staff group, or appointed by

one of the stakeholder organisations listed in our

Constitution.  

In addition to their constitutional responsibilities,

they provide a link between the Board of Directors,

members and the public, to ensure their interests

are upheld.

In addition to the Annual Members’ Meeting held in

September 2008, Governors held four general

meetings this year, four development days and a

further three in conjunction with the Board of

Directors. 

Further details of the joint meetings with the Board

can be found in the Board of Directors section on

page 45.  

Governors receive information about the Trust’s

performance throughout the year, usually by means

of regular briefings from executive directors at

general meetings.  In addition they are presented

with the Annual Report and Accounts each year and

contribute to the Trust’s forward planning processes.  

Further details on the work of the Governors, their

development days, and links to the membership

can be found in the Governors’ Year section of this

report.  Information on the Nominations and Non-

Executive Director Remuneration Committees can

be found in the Appointments and Terms of Office

and Remuneration Report sections respectively.  

No Governor holds directorship in a firm that does

business with the Trust.  A register of governors’

interests can be obtained from the Foundation Trust

Secretary on 01392 402993 or at www.rdehospital.

nhs.uk/trust/ft/documents.html

A list of Governors in post during the reporting

period and our constituency areas is shown on

pages 39-42.  Public constituency areas are co-

terminus with the local authority areas.  

If you would like to contact your Governor call

01392 403977 and ask for details, or go to

www.rdehospital.nhs.uk/trust/ft/governors2.html

The Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust

continued to apply the principles of sound clinical

and corporate governance throughout 2008/09.

The Governors are satisfied that the Board of

Directors has introduced a systematic approach to

patient safety. Patient safety is a fundamental part

of the Board’s role and the Health and Safety Action

Plan 2008/09 outlines the support for incident

learning outcomes to prevent reoccurrence. 

The Trust has paid particular attention to the

reduction of hospital-acquired infection.  Cleaning

programmes have been reviewed and a deep

cleaning programme implemented.  

The commitment to maintaining patient privacy and

dignity has been strengthened through the use of

the Nursing Quality Assessment Tool. Patient

survey results for this year show improvement in

the areas of privacy, respect and dignity compared

with last year’s national survey.

Governors are involved in the project to redesign

the Wonford main concourse and fully support the

proposed changes to improve public facilities

including toilets and a baby changing/feeding room.

Security staff work 24 hours a day and the use of

CCTV has benefited the investigation of any

incidents that have occurred.  

Robust procedures enabling patients, families and

carers to raise concerns and register formal

complaints are in place. Feedback from

questionnaires is analysed and reported upon to

ensure continual evaluation and improvement in

service delivery. The Trust deploys a number of

methods to better understand patient needs. 

There is a variety of ongoing public engagement

activity, including that of the Involving People

Steering Group, Disability Equality Action Group,

Carers group, and engagement with the Local

Involvement Network (Devon LINk).  

The Trust continues to be in a strong financial

position, which ensures future developments can be

made through the strategic investment fund.  There

has been slippage in the level of capital expenditure

during the year, however Governors are assured that

there has been no detrimental impact on patients. 

Governors continued to play an important role in

appraising the Chairman and Non-Executive

Directors and in the re-appointment of the

Chairman. The perspective of Governors has been

widened by membership of the Foundation Trust

Governors Association and attendance at a meeting

of governors from the region. 

This year marks the fifth anniversary of the RD&E

becoming a Foundation Trust during which time the

Trust has continued to improve and extend its

services. The Governors were particularly pleased

to note that the RD&E achieved the Healthcare

Commission’s excellent rating both for its finances

and quality of care and recognised that this was

due to the considerable amount of hard work by

many people in providing excellent services to

people in the catchment area. I will stand down in

September as a Governor and as Deputy Chair and

I would like to congratulate the Trust for all its

achievements during the last five years. 

Margaret Green OBE

Deputy Chairman, Council of Governors

The Council of Governors View of our Governors 
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Governors have had a very busy year.  In addition to

their attendance at Council of Governors meetings

(full details on www.rdehospital.nhs.uk) the Trust is

grateful for their attendance at a variety of events

throughout the year. 

Public meetings 
These are held across the county every quarter, to

enable members to meet their governor

representatives, be updated on the Trust’s progress and

convey their views on local healthcare provision.

Governors take turns to chair the sessions and give an

update on the most recent Council of Governors

meeting.  It is an opportunity for our members to meet

the governors who represent them, and governors want

to hear suggestions or views about the Trust from

members.  RD&E staff also present information about

hospital services. Nine meetings took place in seven

different locations across the county this year, on topics

including renal (kidney) services, wound care,

physiotherapy, and housekeeping services.

Governor development days 
Four development days were held during the year,

with a focus on topics such as: engagement with

members, the Healthcare Commission Annual

Healthcheck, the Foundation Trust Governors

Association, the role of the Trust auditors, the role of

Non-Executive Directors, and changes to MRSA

screening processes at the RD&E.

Other events
Governors contributed to the successful RD&E Open

Day and manned a stand giving information about

membership and the governors’ role at the Mid Devon

Show in July.

The Governors’ year 
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Medicine for Members 
Governors contributed to the smooth running of four

successful events held at the RD&E where over 150

members heard presentations from clinical professionals

about developments in rheumatology, diabetes, stroke and

eye care, followed by question and answer sessions.

Commentary on Trust Healthcare
Standards Declaration
Governors worked in groups to form a view on how well the

Trust was meeting the core healthcare standards devised by

the Healthcare Commission.  As part of the process,

sessions were arranged for governors to meet with

executive leads for the seven ‘domain’ areas of safety,

clinical and cost effectiveness, governance, patient focus,

accessible and responsive care, care environment and

amenities, and public health.  

Respond, Deliver & Enable

Roger Smith has been an RD&E public
Governor for Mid North West Devon &
Cornwall since 2004. He became a Governor
believing that the views of patients should be
sought, listened to, influence and make change
happen. 

“It has been a steep learning curve for the
Governors and the Executives, developing and
understanding our Governor roles. This is now
well established and our input can be seen in the
hospital. I have enjoyed being involved with the
appointment of the Chairman and Non-Executive
Directors as their positions play an important role
in steering the hospital.”

Stan White has been a Governor for the RD&E
since we gained Foundation Trust status.
During his time as Governor for East Devon, Dorset
& Somerset, Stan has enjoyed getting involved with
various governor committees, watching the Trust
grow and develop.

“In all this time I have seen immense change for
the better. The early period as a Governor was
interesting for all, as we and the Directors and
management had to ‘find our feet’ in a completely
new working situation for the NHS. We have
worked hard over the years and now have an
excellent working relationship.

“It was important to me to know my local hospital
and try to understand its complexity. I foresee
the role of the Governor being enhanced and we
will be more and more involved in the structure
for the future.”

Rachel Jackson has been a Governor for Exeter & South
Devon for five years. After 42 years NHS service as a
physiotherapist, Rachel felt well equipped to be able to communicate
the views of patients, carers and the wider public to the emerging
Foundation Trust.

“The Trust consists of a dedicated body of highly trained healthcare
professionals who strive tirelessly to improve the health of their
patients. It is a privilege to support them through our Council of
Governors whilst ensuring that the patient voice is heard when future
developments are planned.

“I enjoy the regular local constituency meetings and the exciting new
venture ‘Medicine for Members’ which provides an opportunity to
hear the latest developments in the clinical field as well as meeting
other members.”
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Devon

Somerset

Dorset

Mid, North,
West Devon
& Cornwall

Exeter &
South Devon

East Devon,
Dorset &
Somerset

Christopher D’Oyly (Sep 2011) 4/4 *

Christopher lives in Somerset but was brought up in

Exeter and Topsham.  Commanded a regiment in

the Army and worked in the City of London.

Linda Fryer (Sep 2010) 2/4 # **

Lin has worked in a variety of positions

predominantly in Health and Social Care for the last

34 years, specialising in management and

personnel development.  She has a degree in Social

Science and Education, and a Post Graduate

Certificate in Management.

Jill Gladstone (Sep 2011) 2/2

Jill enjoyed a nursing career mainly in acute and

emergency medicine. She has an MSc in healthcare

and has published research into drug administration

errors. More recently she established the team that

supports clinical audit in the district and community

hospitals. Prior to retirement she worked as a

nursing adviser to the Health Service Ombudsman

and was a member of the local Research Ethics

Committee. 

Margaret Green OBE (Sep 2009) 4/4 # * 

Margaret has enjoyed a career in nursing, in

particular nursing education, serving on a number

of health bodies.  She served as Hospital

Management Committee Chairman and as a

member of one of the old Regional Health

Authorities.  She is retired but remains a Vice

President and Fellow of the Royal College of

Nursing. Margaret is currently Deputy Chairman of

the Council of Governors, and Chairman of the NED

Remuneration Committee.

Malcolm Harrington CBE (Sep 2010) 3/4

Malcolm trained in hospital medicine and then spent

30 years in academic clinical medicine. After

working at the London School of Hygiene and

Tropical Medicine with a two year secondment to

the US Public Health Service, he established the

Institute of Occupational and Environmental

Medicine in 1980 at the University of Birmingham.

He now lives in Devon and works as a part time

consultant for industry, commerce and the health

and safety agencies.

Steve Rampersad (Sep 2010) 1/4

Steve spent the majority of his working life with BT

where he managed equipment and staffing

projects.  After retiring he worked with Dorset

County Council Central Reference Library and in

Dorset hospital visiting the sick.

Stanley White (Sep 2009) 4/4 

Stan lives in Honiton and was the financial

controller and executive administrator of a West

German charity working in India before retirement.

He is Chairman of Abbeyfield Honiton, Regional

Treasurer of Abbeyfield Devon and Cornwall

Society, and Trustee/Treasurer of East Devon

Volunteer Support Agency.

Our current governors are listed below, with a brief description of their backgrounds, expiry of office, and

record of attendance at Council of Governors meetings.  A key is shown on the facing page.

Public constituency area: East Devon, Dorset and Somerset

Public constituency area: Exeter and South Devon

Keith Broderick (Sep 2011) 2/2

Keith was a Chartered Public Finance Accountant,

retired in early 2005.  His experience more latterly

includes risk based systems audit and providing

contracts advice.  Keith lives in Exeter and is a

committee member for the City of Exeter Division

of St. John Ambulance.

Kate Caldwell OBE (Sep 2010) 4/4 *

Kate was Director of Midwifery and Deputy Director

of Nursing at the RD&E until 2002.  She was a Non-

Executive Director of Exeter PCT until 2006 and is

Vice-President of the Royal College of Midwives, a

Trustee of Exeter Municipal Charities and Chairman

of Devon and Torbay Research Ethics Committee.  

Rachel Jackson (Sep 2009) 4/4 #

Rachel was an NHS clinical physiotherapist for 42

years and managed a large physiotherapy service.

She holds a degree in Science and MSc in

Healthcare.  An elected governor for 5 years,

Rachel is studying archaeology of ancient gardens

in retirement.

Imraan Jhetam (Sep 2010) 2/4 

Imraan lives in Exeter.  He has been a practicing GP

for twenty years and a police surgeon for the last

eight years.

Richard May (Sep 2009) 2/2

Richard lives in Exeter and as a trained civil engineer,

ran a waste management company providing a

range of waste management services within Exeter

and the surrounding areas.

Brian Perriss (Sep 2010) 4/4 **

Brian lives in Chudleigh. He is a retired consultant

anaesthetist who worked at the RD&E until 2002

and is currently Chairman of the Attendance

Committee.

Andrew Webber (Sep 2011) 3/4 **

Andrew lives in Exeter.  He is a Police Inspector with

25 years policing experience and is a critical

incident manager for police operations.  He has a

degree in organisational management.

Our Council of Governors
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Martin Perry CBE (Sep 2009) 4/4

Martin is a Political Consultant living in Northlew,

outside Okehampton.  He is widowed with three

children, Chairman of the Friends of Okehampton

Hospital, Treasurer of St Boniface RC Church, and

was awarded the CBE in 1994.

Dianah Pritchett-Farrell (Sep 2010) 2/2 **

Dianah is a retired University Lecturer, Examiner,

Quality Standards Assessor and Senior Probation

Officer, with a research background in doctor-

patient communication, criminal justice, child

protection and mental health.  She is an

International Assessor for the General Social Care

Council for Social Work, and a Parish Councillor.

Active in local societies and social history, her

recently published book was short-listed in the

Devon History Book of the Year awards in 2008.

Roger Smith (Sep 2009) 3/4 #

Roger spent his working life within the agricultural

industry having held senior positions during this

time. Prior to taking early retirement he was the

Managing Director and Company Secretary of a

cattle breeding company employing over 100

people. Currently he is a volunteer advisor with the

Citizens Advice Bureau and sits on the Management

Board of Teignbridge CAB as a Trustee.

Cynthia Thornton (Sep 2011) 2/2

Cynthia lives in Willand. She has had wide nursing

experience, including ten years as a district nursing

sister.  She has a Post Graduate Certificate in the

Education of Adults and a MSc. in Care, Policy and

Management and held University teaching and

research posts in London and Reading.  Published

work focused upon Primary Health Care for People

with Learning Disabilities and Innovation and

Change in Healthcare Practice. 

Staff Governors

Mike Jeffreys, Medical and Dental

(Sep 2009) 3/4 #

Mike is Lead Clinician for Elderly Care Medicine and

has been a Consultant Physician in Exeter since

1994.  During this time he was a member of the

Executive Committee of the Exeter Primary Care

Trust. Previous medical training was carried out at

Guy’s Hospital London, Western Australia,

Southampton, Manchester and Cardiff.

Staff governors

Tony Cox, Allied Health Professionals

(Sep 2011) 1/2 **

Tony joined the Trust in late 1992 as Head of

Physiotherapy.  His current role is as Clinical

Director for Professional Services and Divisional

Manager for Diagnostic and Professional Services.

Monica Overy, Nursing and Midwifery

(Sep 2010) 3/4 *

Monica has worked as a nurse at the RD&E for the

past 15 years and now works in the Health

Information Centre.

Public constituency area: Mid, North, West Devon and Cornwall Appointed Governors

The following people have been appointed by the

organisations listed to serve as Governors:

Cllr Ray Bloxham, East Devon District Council

(May 2010) 3/4

Cllr Bob Deed, Mid Devon District Council

(Sep 2010) 3/4

Mr Derek Hathaway,

Devon Primary Care Trust (Apr 2010) 3/4

Cllr Roy Lucas, North Devon, Teignbridge &

Torridge District Councils (May 2010) ** 4/4 

Cllr Sally Morgan, Devon County Council 

(May 2009) 2/4

Professor Mark Overton, Peninsula School of

Medicine & Dentistry (Feb 2011) # 3/4

Cllr Norman Shiel, Exeter City Council

(Aug 2011) 2/2

Elections
The following people were also members of the

Council of Governors during 2008/09

Public constituency area: Exeter and South
Devon

Linda Gibbons (until Sep 2008) 2/2

Miles Kinchin (until May 2008) 1/1 *

Public constituency area: Mid, North, West

Devon and Cornwall

Pamela Roud (until Jan 2009) 3/4 *

Ivor Watts (until Sep 2008) 1/2 **

Staff Governors
Sue Greenall, Admin, Clerical & Managers 

(until Sep 2008) 1/2

Appointed Governors
Cllr Val Dixon, Exeter City Council

(until May 2008) 1/1

The following Governors were elected at the annual

elections in June 2008:

Public Governors
Exeter and South Devon

Keith Broderick and Richard May elected; Andrew

Webber was re-elected (turnout 44%)

East Devon, Dorset and Somerset

Jill Gladstone elected; Christopher D’Oyly and Linda

Fryer re-elected (turnout 50%)

Mid, North, West Devon & Cornwall

Dianah Pritchett-Farrell and Cynthia Thornton

elected (turnout 45%)

Staff Governors
Allied Health Professionals 

Tony Cox, elected unopposed

Our Council of Governors
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Membership Development
Strategy
Since becoming a Foundation Trust in 2004, we

have seen the expansion of our services and a

significant programme of capital development in

order to provide the very highest quality healthcare

services. In considering how we develop our

services and the priorities for investment it is

essential to listen and involve the community that

we serve.  One of the ways we seek the views of

the public is through our members. 

In 2008 we began to ensure greater consistency of

approach between our engagement with members

and our wider strategy of involving people and

patients in our work. 

Our membership development priorities for the

next three years reflect our shared commitment to

involving members to enhance services for patients

and include:

• Increasing the number of members who are

representative of our patients and local

community (a larger membership)

• Encouraging members to make use of

opportunities to become involved and engaged

with the Trust, in a way that recognises the

value of their ideas and opinions (an active

membership)

• Striving for the composition of membership to

reflect the diversity of the local community (a

diverse membership)

• Engaging the local community through

community visits to a wide range of groups and

stakeholders (an inclusive membership)

• Ensuring members receive appropriate

communications to improve their understanding

of the RD&E and its relationship to the local

community (an informed membership)

• Ensuring that the RD&E is accountable for its

performance to its members, as part of its

commitment to the local community, and as a

primary function of being a Foundation Trust (a

questioning membership).

Membership Development Group
The Membership Development Group, which

reports to the Council of Governors, meets

regularly to discuss membership engagement and

is responsible for overseeing the work plan for

membership recruitment and activity each year.

Two Governors from the Membership Development

Group are also members of the Involving People

Steering Group, ensuring a joined up approach to

engagement activities whenever possible.

In the last year, the Membership Development

Group carried out a review of public meetings,

revised and updated the Trust membership form

and covering letter, reviewed progress against the

2007/08 work plan and reviewed and updated the

2008/09 work plan, ensuring this was mapped to

the key priorities identified in the membership

development strategy.

Membership composition
Our membership now stands at 19,815, made up

of 14,202 public members and 5,613 staff

members.

Anyone aged 12 or over who lives in the area we

serve, or who works for the Trust, has the right to

become a member of the Trust.  

The three public constituencies, with membership

numbers as at 31 March 2009, are:

•Exeter and South Devon 5,542

•East Devon, Dorset and Somerset 5,104

•Mid, North, West Devon and Cornwall 3,556

These constituency areas follow local council

boundaries, and take account of the fact that,

although the RD&E mainly serves people living in

Exeter, East Devon and Mid Devon, we also provide

specialist services to a much wider population, so

membership is available to all.

Our fourth constituency, for staff, is subdivided to

take account of the five major staff groups – nurses

and midwives, doctors and dentists, allied health

professionals, hotel services and estates, and

admin, clerical & managers.

We are able to closely monitor our membership

through the database used to capture information

supplied by members on the application form.

Regular analysis and review of membership enables

the Trust to undertake detailed demographic

analysis of the membership, and identify where

gaps exist.  Public membership continues to be

generally representative of the local population in

terms of ethnicity and gender. 

Membership engagement
We communicate with members via a variety of

different methods, allowing members to decide

their own level of involvement with the Trust. These

include:

Newsletters

Four editions of the RD&Express membership

newsletter were issued during the last year,

providing information on developments at the Trust

and features on innovation, staff successes and

partnership working with other organisations

locally.

In addition to the quarterly newsletters, a copy of

the Annual Report and the Summary Strategic

Directions document was sent out to all members in

autumn 2008.

Medicine for Members events

Over 150 members attended the events, at which

clinical professionals delivered presentations and

question & answer sessions on rheumatology,

diabetes, stroke, and eye care.

Public meetings

Nine public constituency meetings were held in a

variety of locations.  Topics covered at the meetings

included renal (kidney) services, wound care,

physiotherapy and housekeeping services.

Annual Members’ meeting

The 2008 annual members’ meeting took place in

September and gave members the chance to talk to

governors and staff from the RD&E and visit a

variety of displays and health promotion activities.

Consultant Geriatrician Dr Anthony Hemsley talked

about the latest developments in stroke care at the

Trust.  The next annual members’ meeting will be

held on Wednesday 16 September 2009.  Further

information about the timings, location and key

presentation topic will be published in the

RD&Express quarterly newsletter and on

www.rdehospital.nhs.uk

Our membership 
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Members of the Board of Directors 
Brief details of each director and their record of
attendance at Board meetings are shown below, with a
key being shown on next page.

Angela Ballatti, Chairman * (11/11)

Angela joined the Trust as Chairman in May 2006 and
will serve until April 2012, having been reappointed by
governors for a second term in January 2009.  Angela
was formerly Chairman of County Durham & Darlington
Acute Hospitals NHS Trust and County Durham &
Darlington Priority Services NHS Trust.  She is an
Executive Education and Business Management

Consultant, having previously been a senior tutor in
this subject at the University of Durham Business
School, and Vice Chairman and Trustee of the NHS
Confederation.

Gerald Sturtridge, NED, Vice-Chairman and
Chairman of the Audit Committee * # (10/11)

Gerald joined the Board in November 1998, took over
as Vice Chairman in June 2004, and will serve until
October 2009.  He retired from accountancy practice
in 1997 to develop other business interests, is involved
with voluntary agencies working with disabled and
disadvantaged people, and is a member of the
Foundation Trust Financing Facility committee. 

The Board of Directors is legally accountable for services provided by the Trust and is responsible for
setting the strategic direction, having taken account of the views of the Council of Governors, and for
the overall management of the RD&E.  The Board of Directors are accountable to the membership via
the Council of Governors.

The Board, led by the Non-Executive Chairman, is made up of Executive and Non-Executive directors
(NED).  There are six other Non-Executive directors who, together with the Chairman, form a majority
on the Board. Executive Directors, of which there are six, have a corporate role as Board members
alongside the Non-Executive Directors, but are also responsible for implementing the strategic direction
of the organisation and managing the day to day operational and financial performance of the Trust.  

The Board of Directors works on a unitary basis, being collectively responsible for the performance of
the NHS foundation trust and exercising all the powers of the Trust.  In so doing, Board members bear
full legal liability for the operational and financial performance of the Trust.

There is a clear division of responsibility between the Chairman and the Chief Executive. The former
heads the Board, providing leadership and ensuring its effectiveness in all aspects of its role, and sets
the Board agenda. The Chairman ensures the Board receive timely and pertinent information to ensure
that members can exercise their responsibilities.  The Chief Executive is responsible for running all
operational aspects of the Trust's business, assisted by the Executive Directors. The Chief Executive is
also the nominated Accounting Officer, responsible for the overall organisation, management and
staffing of the Trust and for its procedures in financial and other matters.

The operating framework within which decisions affecting the work of the Trust are made are set out
in the Trust’s published Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions and Scheme of Delegation,
copies of which may be viewed on the Trust’s website or on request from the Foundation Trust Secretary.
Eleven formal Board meetings and two development meetings were held during the year.

The Board of Directors and Council of Governors held three joint development days during the year and
Board members regularly attend Council of Governors meetings to keep abreast of Governors’ views.

The composition of the Board is in accordance with the Trust’s Constitution and the Policy for the
Composition of NEDs on the Board.  The Board considers it is appropriately composed in order to fulfil
its statutory and constitutional function and remain within Monitor’s Terms of Authorisation.  

The Chairman and all Non-Executive directors meet the independence criteria laid down in Monitor’s
Code of Governance (Provision A.3.1).  The Chairman has no other outside interests. 

Angela Ballatti, Chairman.

Bob Baty OBE, NED and Chairman of the
Governance Committee *  + (10/11) 

Bob joined the Board in September 2004 and will serve
until August 2010 having been reappointed by the
Council of Governors for a second term.  He is a
chartered civil engineer who has worked all his life in
the water industry and was CEO of South West Water
Ltd until 2006. He was awarded the OBE in 2002 for
services to the water industry.

David Bishop, Senior Independent Non-
Executive Director (SID) * # (9/11)

David joined the Board in February 2005 and will serve
until January 2011, having been reappointed by
governors for a second term in January 2008.  He is a
retired senior partner of KPMG and led the strategic
financial management and governance parts of the
practice. He has also served on Government working
parties.

John Rackstraw, NED * # + (8/11)

John joined the Board in September 2006 and will
serve until July 2009. He spent a lifetime career in the
construction industry, with which he retains strong
links.  He also has considerable experience of contract
law relating to major construction projects.

Brian Aird, NED * # + (10/11)

Brian joined the Board on 1 April 2008 and will serve
until 31 March 2011.  He has considerable previous NHS
experience as Chief Executive of both Weston Park
Hospital NHS Trust and South Staffs Health Authority,
and runs his own company offering organisational
development services.  Brian is a trustee of United
Response, a national charity providing services to people
with learning difficulties and mental health needs.

David Wright, NED *  + (8/11)

David joined the Board on 1 April 2008 and will serve
until 31 March 2011.  He spent the majority of his
career with Save the Children UK where he was a
Country Programme Director for various areas both in
the UK and abroad.  David was also Chairman of
Swindon PCT and a Non-Executive director with
Wiltshire NHS Community Trust.

Executive Directors
Angela Pedder OBE, Chief Executive (11/11)

Angela joined the NHS in 1975 and was Chief Executive
of St Alban’s & Hemel Hempstead NHS Trust before
becoming Chief Executive at RD&E in 1996.  Angela
was awarded the OBE in the New Year Honours List
2007 for services to the NHS.

Mike Stevens, Director of Finance
& Business Development (4/4)

Mike was in post from April 2005 to 30 June 2008, and
was previously Director of Finance at the Queen’s
Medical Centre Nottingham.

Suzanne Tracey, Director of Finance & Business
Development (6/6)

Suzanne joined the RD&E in August 2008, and was
previously Director of Finance / Deputy Chief Executive
at Yeovil District Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.

Elaine Hobson, Chief Operating Officer (10/11)

Elaine qualified as a nurse and has held a number of
positions at the RD&E, becoming Director of Operations
in December 2000 and Chief Operating Officer in 2008.

Lynn Lane, Director of Human Resources (11/11)

Lynn joined the RD&E in July 2006 and has over 20
years HR experience, having held senior management
positions at the BBC and the NHS in Oxfordshire.

Marie-Noelle Orzel OBE, Director of Nursing &
Patient Care (7/11)

Marie-Noelle joined the RD&E in 2002. Her professional
background is in A&E and children’s nursing.  She has
worked in clinical and educational roles in London,
Portsmouth and Oxford and is a qualified aeromedical
nurse and part time member of the Royal Auxiliary Air
Force.  Marie-Noelle was awarded the OBE in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours List 2006 for services to
Nursing and the NHS.

Dr Vaughan Pearce and Dr Iain Wilson,
Joint Medical Directors (11/11)

Vaughan is a consultant in the care of the elderly and
general medicine.  His special interests include
Parkinson’s disease and dystonia.

Iain is a consultant anaesthetist, and is a director of
the Association of Anaesthetists of GB and Ireland.

The Directors’ Register of Interests is available for
inspection from the FT Secretary (01392 402993) or
on the Trust website www.rdehospital.nhs.uk/trust/
ft/documents.html 

The Board of Directors 
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Nominations Committee
The Chairman and Non-Executive Directors (NEDs)

are appointed by the Council of Governors (CoG)

acting on the recommendation of the Nominations

Committee, which is a committee of the CoG.

Membership of the committee can be found in the

Governors section on pages 39-42.  Prior to the

appointment of a Non-Executive Director, the Board

and the CoG undertake a review of the ‘Policy for

the Composition of NED on the Board’ to ensure the

necessary mix of skills and experience on the Board

is achieved. 

In May 2008, the Nominations Committee devised

robust processes for the re-appointment of the

Chairman and the re-appointment / recruitment of

NEDs.  These were approved by the CoG in July

2008

The Chairman and NEDs are initially appointed for

three year terms, as approved by the CoG.

Reappointment for a further three year term can be

made, subject to satisfactory appraisal and the

approval of the Governors.  Consideration of

extension beyond six years is subject to rigorous

review, in line with the agreed processes.

NED employment may be terminated on

performance grounds or for contravention of the

qualification criteria in our Constitution, by a three

quarters majority of the governors voting at a

governors’ meeting, or by mutual consent for other

reasons.

The Nominations Committee met four times during

the year, to consider a second term as Chairman for

Ms Angela Ballatti and further terms for two Non-

Executive Directors.  Following approval of the

recommendation from the Nominations Committee,

Ms Ballatti was re-appointed by the Council of

Governors to serve as Chairman for a further three

years, from 1 May 2009.  The Council of Governors

will consider the re-appointment of two NEDs at

their general meeting in April 2009.  The

Committee has also concluded a planned review of

its composition and terms of reference.

Expiry dates of current terms of office are:

Ms Ballatti 30 April 2012

Mr Aird 31 March 2011 

Mr Baty 31 August 2010

Mr Bishop 31 January 2011

Mr Rackstraw 31 July 2009

Mr Sturtridge 31 October 2009

Mr Wright 31 March 2011 

Appointments Committee

Executive Directors are appointed in accordance with

the Trust’s Constitution. An Appointments Committee

comprising the Chairman and NEDs select the Chief

Executive and the appointment is ratified by the CoG.

An Appointments Committee of the Chairman, NEDs

and the Chief Executive appoint the Executive

Directors. It is the Trust’s normal practice to appoint a

professional assessor to advise the appointments

committee.

All appointments within the Trust are based on merit

and follow Human Resource management best

practice to ensure compliance with all statutory

responsibilities in this field. 

All Executive Directors have annual appraisals, the

outcome of which is considered by the Executive

Director Remuneration Committee. The Executive

Directors all hold permanent pensionable contracts

and notice periods are included on the Remuneration

Report on page 51.

Nominations Committee,
Appointments & Term of Office 
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Information and development

Induction programmes are arranged for all newly

appointed Directors and Governors which include

the provision of information necessary to enable

them to perform their function.  

An annual programme of events to facilitate

Director and Governor development is in place and

on two occasions each year joint Board of Directors

and Council of Governors development events are

scheduled. 

These programmes are supplemented by individual

externally facilitated development opportunities

linked to Directors’ personal development plans and

their agreed objectives. 

The business of the Trust is conducted in an open

manner and annual schedules of meetings for the

Board of Directors and Council of Governors are

published twelve months in advance. 

To ensure the availability of timely and accurate

information about the performance of the Trust, a

schedule of routine reports to be presented

throughout the year is maintained.  

The appropriateness of its content is reviewed

regularly to ensure information needs are met on

an ongoing basis.

The Trust has a publication scheme contained

within its website, which provides access to a wide

range of information.  

Directors and Governors may appoint advisors to

provide additional expertise on particular subjects if

required.

Performance evaluation

Appropriate arrangements are in place to ensure

the appraisal of the Executive Directors and the

Non-Executive Directors.  

The Chief Executive is appraised by the Chairman,

with the outcome reported to the Executive Director

Remuneration Committee (EDRC). The Chief

Executive appraises the Executive Directors, with

outcomes also reported to the EDRC. 

Personal development plans are agreed for all

Executive Directors.  

The outcome of Non-Executive Director appraisals

(carried out by the Chairman) are reported to the

Nominations Committee when considering re-

appointment, and routinely reported annually to the

Governors.  

The process for the appraisal of the Chairman is led

by the Senior Independent Director and is also

reported to the Council of Governors.  

In March 2009, the Appraisal Working Group, on

behalf of the Council of Governors, reviewed and

updated the 2008/09 action plan resulting from the

effectiveness review of the CoG’s collective

performance.  

The review demonstrated that considerable

progress had been made against the majority of the

action plan.  Any items still to be completed have

been carried forward to the 2009/10 action plan.

The Attendance Committee monitored Governors’

attendance at general meetings and development

days.  

This committee may also consider situations where

a Governor may have acted contrary to the Code of

Conduct; however this has not been required

during the reporting period.

Information & development
& performance evaluation 
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Financial & operational reporting
The Board of Directors meets formally on a

scheduled basis, usually ten times per year. An

Annual Plan is approved in May in accordance with

Monitor guidance.  Operational and financial

performance against the plan is reviewed on a

monthly basis, together with detailed performance

reports that include commentary against the Trust’s

agreed service plans for the year.  Areas of current

or potential performance concerns are highlighted

in the reports and action plans put in place when

planned progress has not been achieved.

In addition to this routine reporting, the Board of

Directors regularly reviews overall Trust service and

financial performance to confirm it remains

compliant with the terms of authorisation which

govern its operation as an NHS Foundation Trust.

A quarterly declaration is submitted to Monitor

declaring the level of compliance the Board can

Financial & operational reporting
provide against Monitor’s Compliance Framework.

Monitor then confirms a risk rating for the Trust in

the areas of finance, governance and mandatory

service provision.

A Finance and Performance Report is presented to

the Council of Governors at each quarterly general

meeting.  Progress against the Membership

Development Strategy and other areas of the

Annual Plan are reported to Governors on a six

monthly basis.

The Trust operates a rigorous system of internal

control, designed to provide ongoing assurance that

risk is managed to a reasonable level. Risks are

identified and prioritised to ensure any impact on

delivery of the Trust’s objectives is minimised.  

Audit Committee 
The Audit Committee is a formally constituted

committee of the Board of Directors, consisting of

four Non-Executive Directors (NEDs) and chaired by

a NED with a financial background.  Revised terms

of reference were approved by the Board of

Directors in May 2008 and the committee met four

times this year.   

A full description of the duties and responsibilities of

the Audit Committee can be found on the Trust

website at www.rdehospital.nhs.uk.

Some of the committee’s key areas of responsibility

are to:

• Review the systems of integrated governance

across Trust activities (both clinical and non

clinical), which support the achievement of the

Trust’s objectives

Audit Committee 
• Utilise the work of internal audit, external audit

and other assurance functions to assess the

overarching systems of integrated governance,

risk management and internal control, together

with indicators of their effectiveness

• Oversee the monitoring and management of

those risks seen to be fundamental to the

strategy and sustainability of the Trust

• Ensure the existence of an effective internal

audit function, and to review the work and

findings of the external auditor

• Review the annual report and financial

statements and ensure that systems for

financial reporting to the board are subject to

review. 

The work of the Audit Committee is regularly

reported to the full Board of Directors.  

During the year under review the committee paid

particular attention to the following issues:

• Progress against the counter fraud plan for

2008/09

• Progress against efficiency savings plans

• Implementation of IFRS (International Financial

and Reporting Standards)

• Workforce planning review

• Review of Information Governance frameworks

The Trust’s external auditors, Pricewaterhouse

Coopers (PwC), are appointed by the Council of

Governors.  PwC work closely with internal audit

and review the quality of the Trust’s extensive audit

systems, which monitor various aspects of the

Trust’s operation in accordance with an agreed

programme, and assesses the effectiveness of

internal control.  

The external auditors provide an independent

opinion on the Trust’s accounts and also audit the

overall position of the Trust’s management and

performance, including an opinion on the quality of

the system of internal control.  

The outcome of this work is reported in the Audit

Opinion included with the accounts in this report

and the Annual Management Letter to the Board.  

For the year under report, the external auditor

provided an unqualified opinion on the Trust’s

accounts and expressed themselves satisfied with

the Trust’s management procedures and control

processes. 

Director approval

So far as the directors are aware, there is no

relevant audit information of which the auditors are

unaware.  Each Director has taken all of the steps

that they ought to have taken as a director, in order

to make themselves aware of any relevant audit

information and to establish that the auditors are

aware of that information.

The members of the Audit Committee are:

Mr G Sturtridge

(Chairman & Non-Executive Director) 

Mr D Bishop (Non-Executive Director)

Mr J Rackstraw (Non-Executive Director) 

Mr B Aird (Non-Executive Director)

The Committee met four times during the

financial year 2008/09. Mr Rackstraw was absent

for one Audit Committee meeting.

Accountability & Audit
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Only Board-level Executive and Non-Executive

Directors have locally agreed remuneration

packages.  

For all other staff except doctors, remuneration is

set in accordance with NHS Agenda for Change

(AfC).  Pay and conditions of service for doctors is

agreed at a national level.  

Director remuneration

The Trust believes that to attract and motivate

directors of the required quality and to run the

Foundation Trust successfully their remuneration

must be fair and sufficient to achieve this.  

Details of the operation of the two Trust

remuneration committees are described below,

along with information on Executive Director

contracts.  

Actual remuneration figures for all directors may be

found on page 60 in the Accounts section of this

report.

Accounting policies for pensions and other

retirement benefits are included on page 18 of the

Trust’s full accounts.

Non-Executive Director
Remuneration Committee

The Non-Executive Director Remuneration

Committee (NEDRC) comprises five elected

governors and is chaired by the Deputy Chairman,

Council of Governors. 

For details of governor members of the NEDRC see

pages 39-42.  

Recommendations for any changes to remuneration

are made by the NEDRC for consideration by the

Council of Governors at a general meeting. 

A meeting to review Chairman and Non-Executive

Director remuneration was not required during the

reporting period, as remuneration levels for

2008/09 had been reviewed by the NEDRC in

December 2007 and approved by the full Council of

Governors in January 2008.  

All Non-Executive Directors receive the same level

of basic remuneration; however, additional

payments are made for the roles of Vice Chairman,

Senior Independent Director and Chairman of the

Audit and Governance Committees.  

During 2008/09 the NEDRC carried out a planned

review of the policy for reimbursement of Non-

Executive Director expenses, and initiated a

planned review of its terms of reference.

Full details of Chairman and Non-Executive Director

remuneration are set out in the Accounts on page

60.

Executive Director
Remuneration Committee

The Executive Director Remuneration Committee

(EDRC) is chaired by the Chairman and consists of

the Non-Executive Directors.  

The committee’s main purpose is to set rates of

remuneration and conditions of service for the Chief

Executive and other Executive Directors.  

In 2008/09, all Executive Directors received the

2.75% cost of living uplift in line with other NHS

staff. In February, the Committee began a process

to review executive salaries using data provided by

an independent survey. This work continued into

the new financial year. 

Full details of Executive Director remuneration are

set out in the Accounts on page 60.  

The Trust does not operate a system of

performance-related pay for any staff.  

NHS Pension Scheme provisions apply to all

Executive Director posts, with the level of employer

contribution determined nationally.  

Executive Directors are on permanent pensionable

contracts, subject to standard NHS terms and

conditions of service and their current notice

periods are:

Chief Executive 12 months

Chief Operating Officer 3 months

Director of Finance and
Business Development 6 months

Director of Human Resources 6 months

Director of Nursing &
Patient Care 3 months

Medical Directors* 3 months

* The Medical Directors are on permanent clinical

contracts with the Trust.  This period relates to the

Medical Director appointment only.

No Executive Director holds a Non-Executive

Director portfolio in another organisation.  

Attendance by the Chairman and Non-Executive

Directors at EDRC meetings held in 2008/09 was:

Ms Ballatti 2/2 meetings, Mr Aird 2/2, Mr Baty 1/2,

Mr Bishop 1/2, Mr Rackstraw 2/2, Mr Sturtridge

2/2, Mr Wright 2/2.

Salary, pension and other
information

A full declaration of salary, benefits in kind, real

increase in pension and related lump sum at age

60, total accrued pension and cash equivalent

transfer values are stated in full on pages 59-60.  

The total of salaries, allowances and non-cash

benefits in kind paid to Non-Executives Directors

and senior managers for this and the previous year

are:

2007/08                 2008/09

£1,148k                 £ 1,035k

There have been no significant awards or

compensation to past senior managers, nor any

payments to third parties for the services of a

senior manager.

Signed:

Angela Pedder, OBE

Chief Executive

27 May 2009

Remuneration Report  
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Monitor published the Code of Governance in

September 2006 and required Foundation Trusts to

achieve full compliance with the code or to explain

non compliance by the end of the 2007/08 financial

year.  The Code of Governance can be viewed on

Monitor’s website at: www.monitor-nhsft.gov

.uk/publications.php?id=930.

The Board considers that with the exception of the

Code Provisions below, the Trust has, throughout

the 2008/09 reporting year, applied the principles

and met the requirements of the Code of

Governance.  Non Compliance or limited

compliance is reported as follows:

Code Provision C.2.1 – Approval by the Board of

Governors of the appointment of a Chief Executive

should be a subject of the first general meeting

after the appointment by a committee of the

Chairman and Non-Executive Directors. Re-

appointment by the Non-Executive Directors

followed by re-approval by the Board of Governors

thereafter should be made at intervals of no more

than five years. All other executive directors should

be appointed by a committee of the Chief

Executive, the Chairman and Non-Executive

Directors and subject to re-appointment at intervals

of no more than five years.

Explanation:  All Executive Directors are on

permanent pensionable contracts and subject to

annual performance appraisal. 

Code Provision E.1.1 – Any performance-related

elements of the remuneration of Executive

Directors should be designed to align their interests

with those of patients, service users and taxpayers

and to give these directors keen incentives to

perform at the highest levels. In designing schemes

of performance-related remuneration, the

remuneration committee should follow the following

provisions: 

(i) The remuneration committee should consider

whether the directors should be eligible for

annual bonuses. If so, performance conditions

should be relevant, stretching and designed to

match the long term interests of the public.

Upper limits should be set and disclosed. 

(ii) Payouts or grants under all incentive schemes

should be subject to challenging performance

criteria, reflecting the objectives of the NHS

Foundation Trust. Consideration should be

given to criteria which reflect the performance

of the NHS foundation trust relative to a group

of comparator trusts in some key indicators. 

(iii) In general, only basic salary should be

pensionable. 

(iv) The remuneration committee should consider

the pension consequences and associated costs

to the NHS foundation trust of basic salary

increases and any other changes in pensionable

remuneration, especially for directors close to

retirement.

Explanation: The Trust does not operate a system

of performance related pay or bonuses.

Code Provision E.2.2 – The remuneration

committee should have delegated responsibility for

setting remuneration for all Executive Directors,

including pension rights and any compensation

payments. The committee should also recommend

and monitor the level and structure of

remuneration for senior management. The

definition of ‘senior management’ for this purpose

should be determined by the board but should

normally include the first layer of management

below board level.

Explanation: The Board has determined that the

definition of ‘senior management’ should be limited

to Board members only.  All other staff

remuneration is covered by the NHS Agenda for

Change pay structure.

Compliance with the Code of
Governance Provisions
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The Trust reported a strong operational and

financial performance during 2008/09.  In Quarters

1, 2 and 4 the Trust maintained a “green” rating

under Monitor’s compliance regime for mandatory

services and governance – the highest performance

level against the regulators key performance

indicators. The RD&E rated amber in Quarter 3

because the Trust flagged a possible risk of

achieving Referral to Treatment targets during the

period due to increased activity and reduced

capacity.  This risk did not materialise and the Trust

achieved this target. Monitor’s scale for financial

risk rating is 1-5, 1 representing high risk of failure,

5 indicating low risk of failure.  The Trust has

maintained a 5 throughout the year and met the

planned level of 4 at year end.  This indicates that

the Trust achieved its financial duties during the

year providing a sound financial position going

forward.

Managing our finances

To ensure the organisation has sufficient cash to

pay for salaries and supplies and to invest in capital

expenditure to improve facilities and purchase

equipment, the Trust needs to generate a surplus.

In 2008/09, it planned a surplus of £6.5m (2.2%

of turnover).  Due to increased activity throughout

the year, the Trust’s exceeded its plan and delivered

a surplus of £7.7m. Whilst this represents a good

outcome, it is recognised that the high levels of

activity experienced during the year created

pressure operationally. The increased requirement

for beds was particularly difficult for a short period

when the Trust had a number of wards closed due

to a noro virus outbreak.  In addition, the increased

number of patients treated during the year

impacted on the financial position of the Trust’s

main commissioner Devon PCT.  

Overview of the Trust’s position



As a result of over-performance against acute

contracts and financial pressure in other areas, DPCT

implemented a financial recovery plan to achieve a

balanced budget at year end.  The financial position

of the PCT will continue to be one of the Trust’s key

risks and challenges going forward.

Performance on capital expenditure during the year

was underachieved.  The Trust set a capital

programme of £22.9m for 2008/09, which included

a number of significant schemes for which planning

and procurement was required. 

In some cases the planning stage exceeded initial

timescales which led to slippage on these schemes,

including replacement of nursery facilities, a

pharmacy robot and stock system and renal dialysis

at Heavitree.  

Patient care has not been compromised due to these

extended timescales and the schemes will progress

during 2009/10.  

The Trust has strengthened the monitoring and

management of capital schemes to minimise capital

slippage in future years.

In 2008/09 the economic climate did not

significantly affect the Trust’s revenue position.

However, it has affected the value of the Trust’s

land and buildings at year end.  

The Trust currently undertakes a full revaluation of

fixed assets every five years, the next revaluation

being due in the 2009/10 accounts. 

An interim valuation was carried out last year and

was reflected in the 2007/08 accounts. 

Subsequent to this valuation, and in discussion with

our District Valuer, we are aware that the market

value for land and buildings has fallen in value, and

this has resulted in a temporary fall in value of

£21.7m. 

This change has been reflected on the Trust’s

balance sheet, and will not impact on the Income

and Expenditure position for 2008/09. 

The Trust’s financial performance during 2008/09

can be summarised by the key financial

performance indicators set out in the table below:
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Managing our business
During 2008/09, the Trust continued to improve

patient services despite a number of key risks and

challenges, summarised as follows:

• Significant rises in emergency attendances and

admissions

• Growth in demand and increased referrals for

elective services

• Reduced capacity due to ward closures to

maintain high standards of infection control

• Deteriorating financial position of main

commissioner Devon Primary Care Trust

• Delivery of key national and local performance

targets

• Nationally required efficiency savings.

A key measure of success is the Trust’s ability to

manage these risks whilst also continuing to deliver

excellent performance and patient care.  This has

been achieved during 2008/09 with the

achievement of the following key targets:

• 18 week referral to treatment for both admitted

and non admitted patients

• Significant reductions in the incidence of MRSA

bacteraemia & Clostridium difficile

• Achievement of cancer waiting time targets

• Improving patient safety.

There are however a small number of areas where

the Trust has not fully met its targets, namely

cancelled operations and delays in discharges. 

Our staff are an essential asset in both the

development and delivery of services.  The Trust has

invested in additional staff resulting in an increase

over the year of around 300 staff. Over half of this

increase relates to nursing and midwifery staff to

meet the Trust’s aim of increasing the number of

permanent staff in these areas.  Alongside steps to

grow the workforce, the Trust also intends to

continue to take steps towards encouraging the

retention of its existing workforce.  The proportion of

the Trust’s staff who left their employment with the

Trust in 2008/09 fell to 11.99%.

Whilst ensuring the delivery of high quality services

the Trust has high regard to its role as a good

corporate citizen.  The RD&E supports the

commitment of the NHS to be a leading sustainable

and low carbon organisation and to meet the

Government’s target of an 80% reduction in carbon

emissions by 2050.  During 2008/09 the Trust has

reviewed its position and will complete a Carbon

Reduction strategy during 2009/10. 

Future outlook and direction
Looking to the future, the Trust will continue to

progress its strategic aims and objectives as set out

in the document ‘Trust Strategic Direction 2007-

2012’.  Key milestones for 2009/10 include:

• Eliminating avoidable hospital-acquired

infections by March 2010

• Ensuring privacy and dignity by ensuring patients

are accommodated in single sex wards by March

2010

• Increasing the amount of care (day cases and

outpatients) that are delivered closer to patients

homes in community settings.

In delivering these objectives the Trust will face a

number of risks and challenges.  The main issues

likely to have a major impact on the operation and

performance of the Trust are:

• A reduction in investment and an increased

requirement to achieve efficiencies announced

in the Chancellor’s 2009 budget.  Although

the PCT’s annual allocations for 2009/10 and

2010/11 will continue to rise in line with 5.5%

growth announced in December 2008, the

Department of Health will be contributing

£2.3bn of additional public sector savings in

2010/11

• Devon PCT’s continued financial pressures.  The

PCT has an underlying deficit of £17m

(approximately 1.5% of turnover) but plans to

deliver financial balance during the year.

Key Financial Target Target for Year Performance Achieved

Income and expenditure surplus £6.5m £7.7m

EBITDA* £27.8m £30.2m

EBITDA* margin 9.4% 9.7%

Return on Assets 4.8% 5.6%

Income and Expenditure margin 2.2% 2.7%

Liquidity ratio 46.0 days 62.5 days

*EBITDA: Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation, an indicator of financial efficiency.

This financial performance results in a stable platform for the Trust moving forward.  The Trust

plans to deliver surpluses of around £7m per annum over future years to enable further

reinvestment to be made in the hospital environment and equipment to deliver high quality

patient care. 
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Clinical Income Actual Percentage
£m

Elective Income 70.8 22.6%

Non Elective Income 85.08 27.2%

Outpatients 44.52 14.2%

A&E 8.03 2.6%

Other 45.26 14.5%

Total NHS 253.69 81.1%
Clinical Income

Non Clinical Income

Non NHS Clinical Income 1.3 0.4%

Other Income 57.84 18.5%

Total Income 312.83 100.0%

• Increased levels of demand – the Trust

experienced higher levels of demand than

planned last year which impacted on the

delivery of services, particularly Orthopaedics.

There remains a risk that growth in demand in

2009/10 will be higher than those planned  

• The introduction of changes to the prices the Trust

is paid for patient activity under payments by

results, through HRG version 4 in 2009/10 and

‘best practice tariffs’ in 2010/11, will create some

level of uncertainty around the Trust’s income 

• The new national standard contract between the

Trust and its commissioners introduced in

2009/10 includes penalties should a provider

not achieve targets for Clostridium difficile or 18

week referral to treatment

• Development of commissioning capability

through ‘World Class Commissioning’ and

primary care led commissioning may reduce

future levels of demand for services at the Trust

in future years

To ensure that the RD&E can respond to these

challenges, the Trust will need to continue to focus

on quality and efficiency in delivery of its services. 

Percentage breakdown of
income 2008/09

Breakdown of income 2008/09

Public Sector Payment
Policy Better Payment Practice Code - measure of compliance

Number £000

Total non-NHS trade invoices paid in the year 98,009 101,220

Total non-NHS trade invoices paid within target 82,588 79,877

Percentage of non-NHS trade invoices paid within target 84.27% 78.91%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the year 2,580 20,836

Total NHS trade invoices paid within target 1,639 13,768

Percentage of NHS trade invoices paid within target 63.53% 66.08%

• The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all valid non-NHS invoices by the
due date or within 30 days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice, whichever is later.

Prudential Borrowing Limit 31 March 2009 31 March 2008

£000 £000

Total long term borrowing limit set by Monitor 70,800 67,400

Working capital facility agreed by Monitor 18,000 18,000

Total Prudential Borrowing Limit 88,800 85,400

Long term borrowing 1 April 2008 25,294 26,565

Repayment in year (1,270) (1,271)

Long term borrowing 31 March 2009 24,024 25,294

• The approved working capital facility was unused during the year.  

Financial ratios 2008/09 2008/09 2007/08 2007/08

Actual Approved Actual Approved

Maximum Debt/Capital Ratio 7% 7% 7% 8%

Minimum Dividend Cover 3.5x 3.3x 3.3x 3.1x

Minimum Interest Cover 27.0x 25.4x 23.9x 22.5x

Minimum Debt Service Cover 13.1x 12.2x 11.9x 11.2x

Maximum Debt Service to Revenue 0.8% 0.8% 0.9% 0.9%

*The maximum debt/capital ratio is based upon the Prudential Borrowing Code risk rating of 4.

• The Trust is required to comply and remain within a prudential borrowing limit.  This is made up of
two elements:-

• The maximum cumulative amount of long-term borrowing.  This is set by reference to the five ratio
tests set out in Monitor's Prudential Borrowing Code.  The financial risk rating set under Monitor's
Compliance Framework determines one of the ratios and therefore can impact on the long term
borrowing limit 

• The amount of working capital facility approved by Monitor.

Related party transactions

The Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust is the Corporate Trustee of The Royal Devon and
Exeter NHS Foundation Trust General Charity ("Charity").  The Trust has received during the year
£53,000 revenue income and £222,000 capital contributions from the Charity.
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Name and Title Salary Other Golden hello/ Benefits
(bands of £5000) Remuneration compensation for in kind

(bands of £5000) loss of office (Rounded to
(bands of £5000) nearest £100)

£000 £000 £000 £

A Ballatti Chairman 40 - 45 - - 1,900
B Aird Non-Executive Director 10 - 15 - - 100
B Baty Non-Executive Director 10 - 15 - - -
D Bishop Non-Executive Director 10 - 15 - - 400
J Rackstraw Non-Executive Director 10 - 15 - - 900
G Sturtridge Non-Executive Director 15 - 20 - - -
D Wright Non-Executive Director 10 - 15 - - -

A Pedder Chief Executive 160 - 165 - - 7,200
L Hall Director of Facilities 5 - 10 - - -
E Hobson Chief Operating Officer 100 - 105 - - -
L Lane Director of Human 80 - 85 - - 600

Resources
M N Orzel Director of Nursing & 90 - 95 - - 100

Patient Care
V Pearce Joint Medical Director 85 - 90 105 - 110 - -
M Stevens Director of Finance &

Business Development 30 - 35 - - 300
S Tracey Director of Finance 80 - 85 - - -

& Business Development
I Wilson Joint Medical Director 60 - 65 130 - 135 - -

B Aird appointed 1 April 2008 D Wright appointed 1 April 2008 L Hall resigned 1 May 2008
M Stevens resigned 30 June 2008 S Tracey appointed 4 August 2008
Other Remuneration shows the salary that is attributable to clinical duties.
The contractual hours of L Lane are 0.8 of a whole time equivalent.
The benefit in kind for A Pedder relates to the provision of a lease car. 
The remaining benefits in kind relates to the mileage allowance paid over and above the Inland Revenue allowance.

Name and Title Real increase in Real increase in Total accrued Total accrued Cash Equivalent Cash Equivalent Real Increase in
pension at age 60 pension related pension at age 60 related lump sum Transfer Value Transfer Value Cash Equivalent

(bands £2,500) sum at age 60 at 31 March 2009 at age 60 at at 31 March 2009 at 31 March 2008 Transfer Value
(bands £2,500) (bands of £2,500) 31 March 2009 at 31 March 2009

(bands of £2,500)
£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

A Pedder Chief Executive 2.5 - 5.0 7.5 - 10.0 67.5 - 70.0 205.0 - 207.5 1,377 1,020 232
L Hall Director of Facilities - - 27.5 - 30.0 85.0 - 87.5 - 442 -26 
E Hobson Chief Operating Officer 0.0 - 2.5 5.0 - 7.5 40.0 - 42.5 120.0 - 122.5 797 578 144
L Lane Director of Human Resources 0.0 - 2.5 2.5 - 5.0 2.5 - 5.0 12.5 - 15.0 82 49 22
M N Orzel Director of Nursing & Patient Care 0.0 - 2.5 2.5 - 5.0 25.0 - 27.5 77.5 - 80.0 465 340 82
V Pearce Joint Medical Director 0.0 - 2.5 5.0 - 7.5 62.5 - 65.0 187.5 - 190.0 - - -
M Stevens Director of Finance & Business Development - - 55.0 - 57.5 167.5 - 170.0 1,221 925 45
S Tracey Director of Finance & Business Development 0.0 - 2.5 5.0 - 7.5 12.5 - 15.0 37.5 - 40.0 185 125 26
I Wilson Joint Medical Director 5.0 - 7.5 15.0 - 17.5 55.0 - 57.5 165.0 - 167.5 1,179 809 245

Pension & salary entitlements of senior managers
Pension entitlements 2008/09

• As Non-Executive members do not receive pensionable remuneration, there will be no entries in respect of pensions for
Non-Executive members.

• A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the pension scheme benefits accrued by
a member at a particular point in time.  The benefits valued are the member's accrued benefits and any contingent spouse's
pension payable from the scheme.  A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme, or arrangement to secure pension
benefits in another pension scheme or arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer the benefits
accrued in their former scheme.  The pension figures shown relate to the benefits that the individual has accrued as a
consequence of their total membership of the pension scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which the disclosure
applies.  The CETV figures, and the other pension details, include the value of any pension benefits in another scheme or
arrangement which the individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme.  They also include any additional pension

benefit accrued to the member as a result of their purchasing additional years of pension service in the scheme at their own
cost.  CETVs are calculated within the guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.

• Real increase in CETV - This reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the employer.  It takes account of the increase
in accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any benefits transferred from
another pension scheme or arrangement) and uses common market valuation factors for the start and end of the period.

• Cast Equivalent Transfer Values (CETV) are not available for members that have reached the normal retirement age of 60
or who have commenced drawing their pension.  No CETV is therefore available, as at 31 March 2009, for V Pearce.

• CETV for L Hall is £0.00 as she is in receipt of her pension. Pension and lump sum have been actuarilly reduced to take
account of her voluntary early retirement. 

Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust
Remuneration 2008/09

The auditors have issued unqualified reports on the full annual financial statements; the part of the remuneration

report that is described as having been audited; and on the consistency of the directors’ report with those annual

financial statements. 

The auditors report on the full annual financial statements contained no statement on any of the matters on

which they are required, by the Audit Code for NHS Foundation Trusts, to report by exception.

Directors’ Statement

External Audit Services
If management wishes to use the services of the Trust’s external auditor for non-audit purpose we demonstrate

why this is appropriate. The Director of Finance and Business Development will provide professional advice on

the appropriateness of such an arrangement and approves any arrangements. The approval of the Audit

Committee will be required in advance of any commitment being made to the external auditor. This safeguard

is in place to ensure independence. PwC also confirm that they would be able to carry out any non audit work

without impacting on their independence.
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